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August 25, 2008 - Jak se maj!!! Happy Monday everyone! I hope everyone had a great week
and is ready for another great week ahead! I'm feeling a bit tired this morning, but nothing that
a little coffee won't fix. Suck it up and get busy, right?!?!
The big event of the past week was getting my eldest moved down to Iowa State University in
Ames. It was quite the adventure. It didn't start out that great as my dear son was not at all into
getting prepared, packed, or ready in pretty much anyway. OK, that's a bit of an exaggeration,
but there was considerable packing being done at 4am on Thursday when we were supposed
to be leaving. I am told by multiple sources that this is completely normal however, so that
makes me feel a bit better. After one false start (we had to go back to get some records that
were forgotten) we were on our way by 5am. It was a VERY long trip, extended by multiple stops
due to excessive coffee and Mountain Dew as well as breakfast in Dubuque, but we safely
arrived in Ames around 1pm...
Don't get me wrong, as I think the world of my son, but even though he didn't outwardly show it,
he was pretty rattled and apprehensive about the whole thing. This showed very clearly in his
inability to work his key in his apartment door as well as the key for his bedroom door. Pretty
entertaining actually...
We got him moved in and acclimated and spent the next two days getting the stuff he needed
and a fair amount of stuff he didn't, but shopping made his mother much more comfortable with
the whole thing. My beautiful bride was quite a challenge during the trip, but I will say that she
did an excellent job of getting him situated and comfortable in his new digs. His apartment is
pretty nice overall. Much nicer than old style dorm rooms. We got to meet two of his
roommates, both from Malaysia, but the roommate he'll actually be sharing his bedroom with
didn't show up until Sunday. The Malaysians seem nice but pretty quiet... Nothing like small
town boy meeting the real world, huh?
Other than shopping and moving, we did get to spend some time around campus and the town
of Ames itself, which is actually pretty small. We were relieved to see that Ames has its very
own "20th Century" bowling alley and there's a "Rookies Bar and Grill" right down the road in
neighboring Ankeny, so he will definitely feel right at home. We ate very well and drank well too,
but found that "Busch Light" is much more expensive down there... He'll have to adapt to that...
So, after a nice couple days we had a quick lunch and hit the road shortly after noon on
Saturday. Nothing too mushy but his mother was kinda upset... Luckily the tears faded and we
were fine until the first potty break on the way home... Iowa doesn't seem to like having gas
stations or rest stops along the highway for some reason, so we had to detour to find a
restroom. Luckily we found a small town not too far off the highway that had a gas station so
we didn’t have an accident or have to run into a cornfield. After another stop for gas Dubuque

and one to pick up the dog in Green Bay, we made it home in almost exactly 7 hours. Not bad,
but a long time to be stuck in the car...
He should be starting classes this morning and I hope all goes well for him. I personally think
it’s a great campus and should be a great adventure for him. I hope and pray for the best for
him...
The reason we came back on Saturday, other than we were driving each other nuts, was that
Sunday was the annual church meeting and picnic. The FDA Chairman again made booyah for
the event, and I gotta say he's really on his game. Once again there were rave reviews and
inquiries on his availability for hire, which usually means it turned out pretty good.
Unfortunately, I didn't end up bringing any booyah home, but I did score some EXCELLENT
German Potato Salad! As has become somewhat of a tradition, we closed up shop and had to
hit a local establishment after... hence, the "tiredness" this morning... gotta love it though!!!
Oh, the FDA Chair also found himself elected to a position in the church... After six long years,
I was finally over my tenure there, and the parish found it in their wisdom to upgrade the talent
at that position, and now the FDA Chair holds a trustee position. Good luck!
Oh, I ran into the FM and his beautiful bride at the local establishment we visited after our
picnic... Seems he's got something going on career-wise that he can't quite share with us yet.
Considering the grin he has permanently affixed to that ugly mug of his, it must be something
pretty good... But if he's retiring, I'll be mad... ;-)
No word from down south concerning any broom closet incidents, so perhaps it was either a
vicious rumor or wishful thinking... Hoping to get details soon... ;-)
What's on the schedule this week?
25 Sean Connery’s Birthday (1930). The one true Bond. Martini.
26 Woman’s Equality Day. Let the ladies pick up the tab. Top shelf.
27 Feast of Incandescent Rebellion (China). Light up a dim dive with your
sparkling personality. Flaming drinks.
28 St. Augustine of Hippo’s Day. Patron saint of brewers wrote that God didn’t
mind the occasional bender. Trappist ale.
29 Pardon the Sea Day (British). Damned polite of them, considering all the sailors
they’ve lost. Grog.
30 Aga-Ou Festival (Voodoo). Top notch voodoo elephant festival. Voodoo Spiced
Rum.
31 Snake Dance Festival (Hopi). Best performed after falling off a barstool. King
Cobra Malt Liquor.
I just don't know if I can handle a martini tonight... Well, I'll just have to suck it up and apply
myself!!!
I wonder what Grog is...? From wisegeek.com... "Grog is, most simply, a mixture of water and
rum, with more complicated versions adding spices, citrus fruits, or sugar. Grog dates from the
mid-18th century, when it was introduced as a way of reducing drunkenness on ships in the
British Royal Navy." Hmmm... Go figure...

Here's a little something from the FM... Kinda nice message in it...

The Mayonnaise Jar and 2 Beers
When things in your life seem almost too much to handle, when 24 hours in a day
are not enough, remember the mayonnaise jar and the 2 Beers.
A professor stood before his philosophy class and had some items in front of him.
When the class began, he wordlessly picked up a very large and empty
mayonnaise jar and proceeded to fill it with golf balls. He then asked the students
if the jar was full. They agreed that it was.
The professor then picked up a box of pebbles and poured them into the jar He
shook the jar lightly. The pebbles rolled into the open areas between the golf balls.
He then asked the students again if the jar was full. They agreed it was.
The professor next picked up a box of sand and poured it into the jar. Of course,
the sand filled up everything else. He asked once more if the jar was full. The
students responded with an unanimous 'yes.'
The professor then produced two Beers from under the table and poured the
entire contents into the jar effectively filling the empty space between the sand.
The students laughed.
'Now,' said the professor as the laughter subsided, 'I want you to recognize that
this jar represents your life. The golf balls are the important things---your family,
your children, your health, your friends and your favorite passions---and if
everything else was lost and only they remained, your life would still be full.
The pebbles are the other things that matter like your job, your house and your
car. The sand is everything else---the small stuff. 'If you put the sand into the jar
first,' he continued, 'there is no room for the pebbles or the golf balls. The same
goes for life. If you spend all your time and energy on the small stuff you will never
have room for the things that are important to you.??
'Pay attention to the things that are critical to your happiness. Spend time with
your children. Spend time with your parents. Visit with grandparents. Take time to
get medical checkups. Take your spouse out to dinner. Play another 18. There will
always be time to clean the house and fix the disposal. Take care of the golf balls
first---the things that really matter. Set your priorities. The rest is just sand.
One of the students raised her hand and inquired what the Beer represented. The
professor smiled and said, 'I'm glad you asked.' The Beer just shows you that no
matter how full your life may seem, there's always room for a couple of Beers with
a friend.'
How VERY VERY true!!!
So what's on tap for this week, other than more beer? Well, Friday I'm hoping to head down to
Chicago for one last round of golf with my buddy Bo... That's always a blast... I "may" even
head down Thursday night... Could be rough... As hard as it is to believe, we're already at the
end of summer and its Labor Day weekend. Can you believe it? No real plans that I'm aware
of... Since I haven't been out yet, I'm thinking about volunteering some kids to go see if I can
find a pot full of crabs... Perhaps I'll head up to Kingsbury Kottage as well somewhere along the

line... Otherwise, that's it...
LATE BREAKING NEWS!!! This just in... I just got an email and the FM career change is official!
I do not know to what extent he is publishing details of the change, so I don't want to include
anything he wants hush-hush, but it sounds like a great opportunity... Hopefully I can provide
details next week... Either way, Good luck Mr. FM!!!
Well, that's all I have for now... As always, before I go, a few words of wisdom for our junior
members...
"College is about three things: homework, fun, and sleep...but you can only
choose two." - Andy Stern
Hope that's not completely true...
As Red would say, "Keep your stick on the ice!"
curtamous

August 18, 2008 - Jak se maj!!! Good morning everyone! Here's your update... Right on
schedule... Had a pretty busy week last week, so I have a lot to cover... Hopefully it doesn't bore
you to death...
The actual "week" last week wasn't so busy, but the weekend sure was. Friday night I kicked it
off early with a going away party for another lucky one over at Nielsen. They keep dropping like
hot potatoes over there. I feel pretty bad for those that are still left. Pretty low key but a nice
start to the weekend.
Later in the evening we had a "little" party for the eldest boy to celebrate his going away to
college. What was supposed to be a small gathering (according to my beautiful bride) at a local
establishment up the hill turned into a pretty big affair, not to mention a really big bar bill. We
had a really good time though and of course, shut the place down. To make matters worse, a
small group of "youngsters" followed us down the hill for a bonfire at our house. It’s been a
while since I closed a bar down and THEN had an after bar party. Especially one that shut down
when it was getting light out... Saturday morning was NOT a good morning. Go figure...
But the schedule wouldn't wait for me to recover... Captain Chuck was back in town on a little
furlough before he takes his ship out to the mid-east. They had a nice little get together out at
Zumbo's Ranch in the afternoon so everyone would have a chance to see him. Nice time as
always and it got me back "in the swing" of things... Miller always does... Oh boy... Good to
see Chuck... Good luck and stay safe Captain!
Saturday night we had another wedding to attend. We sure did have a lot of weddings this year!
Out at Pott's this time to celebrate Evan and Mandy's knot tying. Great meal there and had a
very nice time as well. The only issue is I was a little tired from the previous evening and my
beautiful bride was even worse, so we didn't last too long, but long enough to drink some of
Greg's free beer!!! Congratulations to Evan and Mandy!!!
Watched some of the Packers that night at the reception... Ouch... Hope that's out of their
system... I'm not too worried yet, cause they always lay an egg or two in pre-season. Like it said
in the paper this morning, Ray Rhodes was 4-0 and looked awesome in the pre-season, and
how did that turn out? Friday's game at Denver should be interesting. We'll be in Iowa (more on
that later) so I wonder if we'll even get to see it...
Sunday afternoon was the first annual Hootenanny out at the Woodchuck Ranch and Gopher

Emporium. Stopped over for a bit, but pretty much behaved myself. The President held court for
a time so some beverages were shared and a good time was had. The corn roast was pretty
good, but I think the FM may want to consult with the SEC-State on corn roasting techniques. I
had the feeling he was a bit behind schedule with the corn and had a hard time keeping up.
What he got done was delicious, but he may want to consider the SEC-State's boil and then
roast technique. Just a thought... Great time though and hope it becomes another great
tradition!!!
So as you can see, it was really quite a weekend... So I guess we should see what's on the
schedule for this week...
18 Bad Poetry Day. That’s every day for some of you. Port.
19 Burn Witch Burn Day (1609). Among the crimes the Salem witches were
accused of was making good beer go bad.
Frisky Witch
1 1/2 oz Black Sambuca
1 1/2 oz Vodka
Mix and shoot.
20 National Homeless Animals Day. If activists tied a bottle of scotch around every
stray’s neck, they would all be adopted immediately. And named Lucky. Lucky
Lager.
21 National Forgiveness Day. Good day to test the endurance of those 86s.
Whatever you can get away with.
22 Dorothy Parker’s Birthday (1893). “I like to have a martini, two at the very most.
After three I’m under the table, after four I’m under my host.” At least four martinis.
23 Anniversary of the Death of William “Braveheart” Wallace. When they cruelly
drag you out of the pub, make sure you roar, “Freedom! Freedom!” Scotch.
24 Festival of Vulcan and the Nymphs (Roman). Vulcan was a forerunner of Hef.
Jello shot.
Holy cow... this'll be quite a week! I had no idea the Salem witches made beer go bad. NOW I
understand why they burned 'em... Think I can get four martinis in my beautiful bride on the
22nd? Yeah, not a chance in hell... Cheers!!!
Hey, I hear there's an issue with a "Grey's Anatomy" type situation involving broom closets
south of here. If anyone knows anything about this, like my #1 reader in Beer-town, please
contact me with details...
I understand there's been a new invention "North of 64"... I think it’s called "Bowling for
Booyah" or something like that... You'll have to check with the SEC-State and FDA Chair
concerning the rules and the overall flammability of bowling equipment...
Got a notice from the IRS... NOT good... Issues with my '06 return. Had to spend some time out
at the Sausage Stuffer's to take care of it, but I "HOPE" all is well... If I start publishing this from
prison, you'll know it probably didn't go well...
Speaking of the Sausage Stuffer, their family is on their annual Mystery Trip this weekend... I
hope they are having a great time!!!

Well, we head down to flatland on Thursday to move the eldest down to college at Iowa State...
Should be interesting, even if he does start getting packer and ready anytime before
Wednesday evening. We're staying down there until Saturday (not sure why) so we'll probably
miss the Packer game. Not a big deal I guess, but maybe we'll find a pub with the game on...
But it is Iowa, so who knows what we'll find...
We need to get back Saturday night so we can get ready for the annual church picnic on
Sunday. The FDA Chair is making booyah again and usually it’s a really good time. This is also
the end of my tenure as church trustee so I've been busy getting rid of all my various jobs.
Should be nice for a little while to not be tied down with that stuff, even though it was good stuff
and not a real burden. I'm guessing it won't be long before I find other stuff to do... :-)
Can you believe its August 18th already? Summer is ALMOST over!!! Well, that's OK, cause I
love fall... Nothing like hunting season!!! Per The President, we're looking at a wood making
weekend the 28th of September... I'll get an email out to gauge participation...
Well, I think that's it... If you're not sleeping, I the update was OK... As always, before I go, a few
words of wisdom for our junior members...
"Sex is good, but not as good as fresh sweet corn." ~ Garrison Keillor
What? I swear I found that on the net... Is this guy Belgian?
As Red would say, "Keep your stick on the ice!"
curtamous

August 11, 2008 - Jak se maj!!! Happy Monday everyone! Updates two weeks in a row! On
time too!!! It sure is nice to be "back in the office"... Let's get on with the update...
Last week was a pretty busy one. Lots of stuff to do at work, so that's keeping me busy. Wish it
was income generating, but it "will" be someday. It’s not like we're sitting around playing
foosball "all day"... But, we did get a new "professional" foosball table last week... We have our
priorities!!!
Work is really great if you haven't gotten that impression yet. The big guy has been talking
about going fishing all summer, so Friday five of us took off and headed to Lake Winnebago for
a little fishing. We hit the water at 6am and stayed out until noon. The fishing wasn't great, but
we did get enough for a meal, and we obviously had a really good time. Nothing like a little work
outing on the water...
Spent the weekend in "wedding mode". We had a wedding on Friday AND Saturday. The date of
08/08/08 was obviously a big one. Friday's wedding was a big one at Riverside. Big attendance
by the BBC with The President, Zumbo, myself, and the SEC-Transportation there as well as the
FM's wife and daughter. The SEC-Transportation's beautiful bride stood up for the wedding,
which was nice, and the SEC-Transportation was celebrating BIG TIME by the suppertime. He
had a very large smile and was pretty much waiting for the dancing to start... But he was doing
fine by the time we left. We had a great time and congrats go out to Chris and Brenda!!!
Saturday's wedding was a bit different than what we are used to... A close buddy I had worked
with at Nielsen for 16 years entered a new phase of his life as his eldest son got married. They
actually got married on Friday as well... At the Mormon temple in Chicago... So they also had an
08/08/08 wedding date. With the actual wedding in Chicago on Friday, the reception was in
Green Bay on Saturday. Did I mention Mormon? No beer, no wine, no booze of any kind... Not
even coffee... But don't take it the wrong way. I think the world of Dave and his family, it was a

really good time, and I was very honored that they invited us. It just goes to show you alcohol is
not required to have a good time! Congrats to Matt and Liz!!! The happy couple is on their way
to New York as I write this to start their new life out east where they will be going to college to
get their masters. Good luck to them!!!
Thanks to the well behaved celebration on Saturday night, I spent Sunday hangover free, so I
got quite a bit done. Picked up a new chair for the mom-in-law, got a bunch of bookwork done
for church, paid bills, and tried out my new smoker. I picked up a cheap charcoal smoker a
couple weeks ago and broke it in yesterday. I had some salmon in the freezer and went to work
on it. It turned out OK. I think the smoking part went pretty well actually, but there isn't a lot of
flavor, so I think I have to work on the brine next time. Pretty fun little project though... Took
about 5 hours from start to finish, but got a lot of other work done during that time, including
emptying a few cans of beer. Think I'll try some fish again soon and then move on to other
stuff... We'll see...
One bad thing about the wedding schedule this weekend is that I missed out on the Gutzman
annual booyah this weekend. There was just no way I could get that all in and weddings,
hopefully, only happen once. I'll do whatever I can to make the booyah next year. I assume, and
hope, they had a great time. They always do...
Favre... Done... Thank God!!! I really wish him the best of luck and hope he does well... Not as
well as the Packers mind you, but just behind that... I'm just glad the whole controversy is over
and we can get on with the season... It'll be interesting as usual!!!
With the well behaved weekend I had, we should check out this week's schedule...
11 Puck Fair (Irish). In Ireland Puck is often blamed for finishing pub-goers drinks.
Your barstool neighbor’s drink.
12 International Youth Day. When they march past the pub, taunt them with your
drink. Aged scotch.
13 Don Ho’s Birthday (1930). Patron saint of fat drunk guys in loud Hawaiian shirts.
Tiki drinks.
14 Trifon Zaresan Festival. Bulgarian wine drinking celebration. Bulgarian wine.
15 Liechtenstein National Day. The populace of this tiny monarchy drink more per
capita than anyone on the planet.
Mighty Mouse
1 oz Vodka
3/4 oz Triple sec
3/4 oz Grenadine
Mix and shoot.
16 Charles Bukowski’s Birthday (1920). Open and close a dive. Thunderbird.
17 Feast of the Hungry Ghosts (China). Remember: Ghosts are afraid of whiskey.
Whiskey.
Hmmm... I think I'll hoist one to Don Ho on Wednesday and call it a week...
Got one from the Jack/Ass team that needs to be published...

Ireland's Perspective on US Election

An email from Ireland to all of their brethren in the States...a point to ponder
despite your political affiliation:
'We, in Ireland, can't figure out why you people are even bothering to hold an
election in the United States.
On one side, you had a pants wearing female lawyer, married to another lawyer
who can't seem to keep his pants on, who just lost a long and heated primary
against a lawyer, who goes to the wrong church, who is married to yet another
lawyer, who doesn't even like the country her husband wants to run!
Now...On the other side, you have a nice old war hero whose name starts with the
appropriate 'Mc' terminology, married to a good looking younger woman who owns
a beer distributorship !!
What in heaven's name are ya lads thinkin over in the colonies!
Pretty sad when the Irish have to point out something so obvious!!!
Birthday last week for the SEC-W/M... Didn't hear anything about a party, so he must have
celebrated quietly... Considering he turned "30", that's hard to believe!!! Happy Birthday Ric!!!
Couple parties coming up this week... Friday night we're having a "going away to school" party
for the eldest boy at the local pub on top the hill in Denville. Saturday we're having a get
together for Captain Chuck as he is back in town to visit before he takes his ship out to the Gulf
was a little spin... Saturday night we have "another" wedding, and Sunday the FM is having a
Hootenanny at the Woodchuck Ranch... Or Gopher Lodge, whatever he's calling it these days...
Not sure what a "Hootenanny" is, and the FM isn't either, but it sounds like a good time and is a
semi-official BBC event... Mostly because The President will surely be there...
Besides that, not much else going on... Trying to get the boy ready to move to Iowa, but that's
been like pulling teeth... We're heading down there at 4am on the 21st, so I'm guessing he'll
start getting ready around 6pm on the 20th... Shocking, isn't it?
Well, not bad for a one week update... It’s nice to get back into this Monday morning habit...
That's it, but before I go, a few words of wisdom for our junior members...
"You'll never leave where you are, until you decide where you would rather be." ~
Unknown
As Red would say, "Keep your stick on the ice!"
curtamous

August 4, 2008

- Jak se maj!!! Howdy folks! How's everyone doing? I hope all is well and

everyone is doing at least half as well as I am on this wonderful Monday morning! Been another
two weeks since I had an update, so there's a lot to cover, as well as news that updates
"should" be a little more frequent now...
First off, news on the home front... My job has been going well, but as of last week my first
official consulting gig came to an end. Thanks to the folks over at the local trucking firm as I
enjoyed it and it was a great experience. With that being done I am back "on the bench" waiting
for my next assignment. I'll be working in the office, trying to make progress on some
certifications, and playing foosball... But it will also mean I should be able to get updates out on

a weekly basis again. OH BOY! Seems there are folks out there actually reading my drivel that
might be happy about that... go figure...
So what's been happening the last two weeks???
Tapped a new mini-keg of Heineken last night... That was cool...

Two weekends ago we held the annual BBC Night at the Races. It was somewhat lightly
attended this year but that was probably due to the somewhat last minute scheduling. No junior
members showed up (except for the SEC-Transportation who was racing), but senior
membership was WELL represented. We had PERFECT weather, The President served up a fine
feast before had, and the behavior level was high. A great time was had by all as usual, and the
racing was pretty darn good. Thanks to everyone who showed up!!!
I understand that there might have been some "misunderstanding" concerning the
correspondence between the FM and myself concerning the scheduling of the BBC Race Night.
Rule #1 for anyone that isn't a BBC member, hasn't met the FM and myself, or doesn't
understand sarcasm in LARGE piles: "The FM is full of BS"!!! Rule #2: "Never take anything
written by the VP or FM seriously!!!"
Hope that explains things...
Anyone else REALLY hoping this Favre thing STOPS!!! I am almost to the point that I would be
OK with trading him to the ViQueens just to make it stop... Let them deal with his indecision and
snake of an agent... OK, I probably don't "really" mean that, but enough is enough... Maybe after
he gets to practice tomorrow it will setting down to a football only issue and we can get back to
normal...
Oh, but to all those supposed Packers fans that booed Rogers last night... At FAIMILY NIGHT... U
suck and you have no place in Lambeau Field, Green Bay, or Wisconsin for that matter... and
don't let the door hit you on the backside on the way out...
Hey, this last weekend was the annual Nelson family camping weekend... I didn't get to do any
camping, but I did head up to Kinsbury Kottage for the day on Saturday. Talk about BEAUTIFUL
weather!!! Sunny and 70's... Had a few beers, cocktail hour, and the Frank's Fried Feast to
celebrate their anniversary. Happy Anniversary Charlotte and Larry!!! Had a great time and was
sorry to
go home...
Actually, it turned out to be a good thing I did... I ended up putting in a new garbage disposal
yesterday... that was NOT fun, NOT cheap, and NOT easy, but it turned out remarkable well... and
I only bled once...
Skipper was in town last week so I ran into him a couple times... Wednesday night being the
worst of it... We figured we got out for a few, but he went out on Lake Michigan all day, so we
didn't get out until late... Met up with our buddy Tommy and we closed the bar. Haven't done that
on a weekday in quite a while... Paid for it the next day too... But it was worth it!!!

Speaking of Skipper, what's on this week's schedule?
4 St. Sithney’s Day. Patron saint of mad dogs. Something frothy.
5 Andy Capp debuted in Britain’s Daily Mirror (1957). Best comic strip ever. As
many pints as your lady will buy you.
6 Robert Mitchum’s Birthday (1917). “The only difference between me and my
fellow actors is that I’ve spent more time in jail.”
Extended Jail Sentence
1 oz Jack Daniels
1 oz Southern Comfort
1 oz Gold tequila
Flash blend with ice, serve.
7 Customer Appreciation Day. Hip your bartender to this one. One on the cuff.
8 Anniversary of the Great Train Robbery (1963). Pub pals make off with $7 million.
Beer with your more ambitious buddies.
9 National Polka Day. Doesn’t sound so bad if you’re really, really drunk. Steins of
beer.
10 St. Lawrence of Rome’s Day. Patron saint of cooks, protector of vineyards.
Cooking sherry.
Seems like a quiet week... If it wasn't for National Polka Day on Saturday, it would be downright
dull...
Lots of other stuff coming up though, and summer will soon be gone... This weekend we have
TWO weddings to attend, which also means I'll probably miss out on the annual Gutzman
booyah... That bites, but my liver is quite relieved... I think we have a junior member birthday
this week too, so if you see little Ricky, tell him Happy Birthday!
I understand Captain chuck is scheduled to be back from his ship the Teddy next week, so keep
your schedule open for that as well. We're also working on getting my eldest ready to head to
Iowa at the end of the month. He'll be in Ames studying meteorology soon, which is probably
right up his alley. You only need to be right about 25% of the time to be a weather man, right?
Well, I think that's it. I sure like doing this on Monday morning a lot better than Sunday night!!!
Before I go, a few words of wisdom for our junior members...
More from the "86 Rules of Boozing"
71. It's acceptable, traditional in fact, to disappear during a night of hard drinking.
You will appear mysterious and your friends will understand. If they even notice.
75. Beer makes you mellow, champagne makes you silly, wine makes you dramatic,
tequila makes you felonious.
How true are those??? Right on!!!
As Red would say, "Keep your stick on the ice!"
curtamous
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